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The solar sources and features of interplanetary structures associated with big geomagnetic storm (GS) and/or large
Forbush decrease (FD) events have been investigated. The hourly data of geomagnetic activity, cosmic ray (CR) intensity,
and solar wind plasma/field has been utilized during the passage of ICMEs and associated structures (e.g. shock/seath,
interaction region/high speed stream). The geo-effectiveness and CR-effectiveness of ICMEs, similarities and distinctions
between them together with variations/fluctuations in interplanetary plasma/field parameters is utilized in order to identify
distinct feature(s) of ICMEs and physical mechanism(s) playing important role in the development of GS and FD.
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1 Introduction
The strength of geomagnetic storms (GS) is
generally expressed by Dst index indicating the amount
of solar wind energy penetrating the earth’s ionosphere.
The time sequence of a geomagnetic storm consists of
three phases, viz, initial phase, main phase and
recovery phase1. The large decrease in Dst during GS
characterizes its main phase. Forbush decrease (FD) is
characterized by sudden decrease in cosmic ray
intensity (CRI) within a few hours followed by a slow
recovery lasting several days2. During the recovery,
both GS and FD phenomena have been studied
extensively to understand solar/interplanetary causes
and physical mechanism playing important role in their
occurrence3-11.
During extreme solar eruptions, a solar-terrestrial
event chain is formed including flares, energetic
particles, earth-directed CMEs and their interplanetary
counterparts, FDs as well as strong GS12. Intense GS
probably have the most dangerous influences on
human life and technological systems13. FDs and GS
are likely to be closely correlated partly due to their
common causes from solar and interplanetary
disturbances. However, the investigation of CRI
decrease events and simultaneous Dst variations
suggests that the relation between CRI decrease and
geomagnetic activity is complicated14. Interplanetary
manifestations of coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) have
been suggested to generate big/moderate storms in

geomagnetic activity as well as transient
decreases/depressions in cosmic ray intensity.
However, the magnitude, duration and time profiles of
both phenomena (GS and FD) are related to the
interplanetary structures and their associated features.
Further, all the ICMEs, passing the earth, are neither
substantially nor equally geo-effective and CReffective. Thus, in view of their space weather
implications15 and to understand the physics of GS and
FD, it is important to: (a) identify the structures and the
relative importance of different features of ICMEs; (b)
isolate interplanetary plasma and field parameters of
crucial importance for GS and FD; and (c) understand
physical mechanism(s) playing important role in the
development of GS and FD.
In the present work, the solar sources and
interplanetary structures associated with big GS and
large FD have been investigated. The study on ‘geoeffectiveness’ and ‘CR-effectiveness’ of ICMEs,
similarities and distinctions between ‘geo-effective’
and ‘CR-effective’ interplanetary structures has been
attempted. Attempt has also been made to identify
interplanetary plasma/field parameters and physical
mechanism(s) playing important role in the
development of GS and FD.
2 Observations and Discussion
A number of events of FD and GS that occurred
during 2001-2003 have been identified and some of
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them have been selected for detailed study. The hourly
data of geomagnetic index Dst, cosmic ray intensity as
observed at Oulu neutron monitor, interplanetary plasma
parameters (plasma speed V, temperature T, density n),
interplanetary field parameters (magnetic field B, its
north-south component Bz, root mean square standard
deviation of field Sigma-B), electric field Ey (-Bz V)
and E (BV) have been used. The parameters V, B, Bz
and Ey have been selected as one or more of them are
likely to play important role in generation and/or
intensification of GS. The parameters B, V, Sigma-B
and/or BV have been suggested in previous studies to be
significantly important parameters for transient
modulation of cosmic ray intensity. The enhancement in
plasma parameters, N and T, together with V and B
provide useful information about nature and strength of
interplanetary structure reaching at the detector during
an event. Figure 1 shows the variations in cosmic ray
counts at Oulu neutron monitor, Dst geomagnetic index
together with solar plasma and field parameters during

the period 01-30 October 2001. During this period, a
number of GS and FD events have been observed.

Fig. 1(a) — Hourly data showing variations in CRI (counts), Dst
index, solar plasma velocity, IMF strength and its north-south
component during 01-30 October 2001

Fig. 1(b) — Variations in field variance (sigma-B), electric field
(Ey), the product B.V, plasma temperature (T) and density during
01-30 October 2001

(a) Event on 03 October 2001

On 03 October 2001, a big geomagnetic storm (Dst~
-165 nT) was observed but neutron monitor
observations show only a small depression in CR
intensity. The north-south component of the IMF Bz
was negative (-20 nT) for long duration (~12 h).
Plasma temperature and density was not much
enhanced and shock appeared weak. There was no high
speed stream following ICME responsible for this
storm. The recovery of both CRI and Dst was fast. The
responsible interplanetary structure was a shock
associated CME, but shock appeared weak.
(b) Event on 08 October 2001

During this event, there has been slow depression in
CRI but recovery was fast. A moderate geomagnetic
storm (Dst~ -60 nT) was the consequence of this event.
No big jump in interplanetary parameters was observed
and plasma speed increased slowly. This event
appeared due to co-rotating interaction region.
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(c) Event on 11 October 2001

A typical big FD (~7 %) with slow recovery, lasting
about 10 days, was observed. However, the GS is only
of moderate intensity (Dst~ -65 nT). There are large
jumps in plasma and field parameters but Bz is positive
in the beginning of interplanetary event. Sigma-B is
large (an indication of turbulent field) during passage of
sheath region. The FD recovery appears to be influenced
by slowly decreasing solar wind speed. The responsible
interplanetary event is a shock-associated CME.
(d) Events on 21, 25 and 28 October 2001

A large FD (5.6%) and a big GS (Dst~ -185 nT)
was observed on 21 October 2001. However, the
event on 25 October is responsible for a moderate FD
(~ 2.5%) and a small disturbance in geomagnetic
activity (Dst~ -40 nT). On 28 October, FD had been of
moderate amplitude (2.2%) but the GS was a big storm
(Dst~ -160 nT). The recovery of FD on 25 October has
been very slow, probably due to the arrival of a high
field, low temperature and low density region at a time.

Fig. 2(a) — Hourly data showing variations in CRI (counts), Dst
index, solar plasma velocity, IMF strength and its north-south
component during 01-30 November 2001
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Bz was negative for an extended duration during events
on 21 and 28 October (~ 15 hours) but not during 25
Octobe event. Sigma-B is highest at the onset of first
(21 October) event. All three events are associated with
shock/ sheath/ CME.
(e) Event on 05 November 2001

This event (Fig. 2) produces a large two-step FD
(~ 11%) and big GS (Dst ~ -300 nT). It is interesting
to note that FD starts about 9 h later than GS start
time. Onset of FD almost coincides with large
enhancement in B and sigma-B, but GS commences
later coincident with large negative Bz.
(f) Events on 19, 22 and 24 November 2001

First two events (on 19 and 22 October) produce
FDs of moderate amplitude (2.5 and 1.5%,
respectively). There has been a small disturbance in
geomagnetic activity during 19 October event but
there was no change in geomagnetic activity during
21 October event. On the other hand, 24 October

Fig. 2(b) — Variations in field variance (sigma-B), electric field
(Ey), the product B.V, plasma temperature (T) and density during
01-30 November 2001
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Fig. 3(a) — Hourly data showing variations in CRI (counts), Dst
index, solar plasma velocity, IMF strength and its north-south
component during 01-30 November 2003

Fig. 3(b) — Variations in field variance (sigma-B), electric field
(Ey), the product B.V, plasma temperature (T) and density during
01-30 November 2003

event produced a big two step FD (~10.5%) and a big
GS (Dst ~ -200 nT). This event has been due to a
shock-associated magnetic cloud. The first step in FD
is associated with shock and sheath region and the
second step appears related to magnetic cloud.
(g) Event on 20 November 2003

As shown in Fig. 3, FD of about 4% but a severe
storm of Dst ~ -425 nT was generated by the
interplanetary disturbances on 20 November 2003.
The north-south component of the IMF was large and
negative (Bz~ -45 nT) for a duration of ~ 8 h. The Dst
recovered quickly in a short time, but CRI remained
depressed for a long time (about 10 days), probably
due to enhanced speed of plasma (≥ 600 km s-1) for a
long time. The event on 20 November is associated
with a shock-associated magnetic cloud.
The correlation of Dst with a number of
interplanetary plasma and field parameters and their

Fig. 4 — Dependence of Dst index on a combination of solar
wind parameters during magnetic storms

various combinations have also been studied. The best
correlation (Fig. 4) with Dst (R = 0.91) is found with
(Bs.dV.dtBs). The best fit linear equation is:
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Dst = 68.08 + 0.0044*{Bs*dV*(dt)Bs}
where, Bs, is the amplitude of the southward field
during the event; dV, the change in V from ambient to
maximum; and dt, the duration (at half maximum) for
which Bz is negative.
3 Conclusions
Shock-associated CMEs can produce both large
FDs and big GS. However, some of the individual
ICMEs are neither equally nor substantially geoeffective and CR-effective. In some cases, high speed
stream and possible interaction region following
ICMEs might influence the recovery (and hence the
total duration) of GS and FD. Amplitude (of -Bz and
its duration) is important parameter for occurrence
and magnitude of GS. An empirical relation between
Dst and a combination of interplanetary parameters
has
been
obtained.
Reconnection
between
interplanetary and terrestrial fields is important for the
generation of GS. Field parameters B and sigma-B
appear to play more important role in FD. Thus
scattering of CR particles by high field turbulent
region (in sheath) appears important mechanism for
FD.
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